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Last week was the 3 year anniversary of Yuri's terror, and an anniversary present was given to Yuri by the Allies: they have captured the daughter of Yuri's scientist friend, Doctor Donta, and forced him to create a special device for Yuri that enhances his psychic powers, making it possible for him to control the allied forces. However,
this device is also a tracking device, and the Allied forces are monitoring Yuri's movements, slowly closing the distance. Yuri's henchmen have also made a giant wave of robots, and are on their way to capture Yuri. We have a great example of how [ENTER FOREMAN'S BLOG BULLETIN ] a mod can give the final touches to its

gameplay. From version 0.9.5.0 to 0.9.7.0, the Eastern Front mod dvT42 under the name of Dark Skies: Yuri's Revenge by Ammadr is now in a closed testing phase. An ai has been created, a good gamemode has been built and the final touches are being applied. An active community is working on this mod, starting with the visual
effects and finishing by giving the final touches to a good gameplay of this mod. For more information about the mod visit the forums here. Don't forget to visit the mod forum as well, like FS-21 does. Taking advantage of the recent changes in Red Alert 2's code, some modders decided to modify the game to its fullest potential. The

mod we're discussing now is a modification that aims to give more depth to the gameplay. The mod under the name of Side Stories: Yuri's Revenge (in the following referred as SS:YR), was created by [ENTER FOREMAN'S BLOG BULLETIN ] The one who created this mod is a modder known as [ENTER FOREMAN'S BLOG BULLETIN ],
which created many quality mods over the years. What makes this mod unique from the others created by this modder is the new secret units that have been added in various stages of the development, and the introduction of a new game mode. There is another topic about this mod over on the Europa Game Edition forums, look for

it and check it out!
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